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ABSTRACT

In recent years, many designers have turned to digital techniques as a means of improving
the fidelity of instrumentation data recorders. However, single and multi-channel recorders
based on professional VHS transports are now available which use innovative methods for
achieving near-perfect timebase accuracy, inter-channel timing and group delay
specifications for long-duration wideband analog recording applications. This paper
discusses some of the interesting technical problems involved and demonstrates that VHS
cassette recorders are now a convenient and low cost proposition for high precision
multi-channel wideband data recording.

INTRODUCTION

Data recorders designed around cassettes originally developed for either domestic or
broadcast video applications have now become widely accepted by the instrumentation
data recording community. While the original motivation for this change from traditional
open-reel systems was primarily the attraction of cassette loading, it has been shown that
there are also important operational and financial benefits to be gained from the use of this
new class of system. In particular, the narrow, closely spaced tracks used by helical scan
systems result in an extremely efficient utilization of the recording medium, which, in user
terms, can be translated into either high storage capacity, long recording duration, or a
combination of the two.

This paper concentrates on recent advances in systems designed around the popular VHS
cassette, and shows how designers have now been able to adapt helical scan recording 



techniques to accommodate user requirements for wideband analog data recording in a
compact yet inexpensive package.

Helical scan VHS data recorders are generally based on proprietary tape transports,
scanners and electronics; a strategy which not only reduces the time and cost of product
development, but also the actual equipment cost, due to the economies of scale afforded by
the transport manufacture’s volume production line. All are able to use standard,
inexpensive VHS media although the best results will normally be obtained from
professional grade formulations.

SUB-DIVISIONS OF VHS DATA RECORDERS

VHS cassette systems can conveniently be divided into several sub-groups, as shown in
Figure 1. At the highest level, some retain the multi-track linear recording approach found
in conventional IRIG systems while others take advantage of features unique to helical
scan recording. The latter category is in turn sub-divided into digital, digitizing and (more
recently) wideband analog systems. Each has its own particular application-specific niche,
and a brief overview of each may be helpful at this point.

Figure 1. VHS recorder types

Multi-track analog

This class of system is similar in most respects to standard open reel systems. The static
headstacks contain typically between fourteen and twenty-eight heads which record
parallel tracks along the length of the tape. The tape speed can conveniently be varied by
up to 128:1 in order to accommodate a wide range of input and output frequencies.
Performance parameters (signal/noise, timing accuracy etc.) are governed primarily by the
quality of the mechanical components used, but the best cassette systems are now
comparable with open-reel formats in this respect. However, since record/reproduce
bandwidth is fundamentally related to tape speed, the main disadvantage of the multi-track



approach is the limited recording duration available at high data bandwidths - typically
only five to ten minutes at 100 kHz.

Helical digital

As its name implies, this sub-set of systems is designed to record data which is already in
digital, rather than analog, form. There is an important problem to be considered whenever
helical scan techniques are applied to the recording and reproduction of continuous data
(digital or analog). The standard VHS scanner has a pair of write/read heads located at
opposite points on its circumference, and although the 190 degree omega-form tape wrap
ensures that the second head will always come into contact with the tape before its partner
completes its own traverse of the medium, there is usually a period of uncertainty, known
as the head switching time, during which data timing cannot be relied upon (Figure 2). In
video applications, this is not important because the head switching time is always
arranged to occur during the frame fly-back time. For continuous data recording, however,
it is normal to slice the serial bit stream into blocks of suitable length and then to compress
these (tagged with additional synchronizing information) to ‘fit’ the duration of each head
swipe.

A standard VHS transport, running at its normal linear tape speed of about 1 inch/sec can
support a maximum digital data rate of about 3 Megabits/sec of user data for periods of up
to three hours on a T-120 (E-180) cassette. Avalon’s S-VHS systems record 8
Megabits/sec of user data while others are adapted to operate at up to 32 Megabits/sec for
somewhat shorter recording durations.

Figure 2. Head-switching period (helical scan)



Digitizing recorders

These normally digitize a number of multi-channel analog inputs and format the resultant
digital information into a serial bit stream suitable for helical scan recording. There are
several important advantages to digitizing the inputs before recording. Firstly, a large
number of inputs can be multiplexed simultaneously with excellent data integrity. For
example, one popular system can record up to sixty-four channels of 2.5 kHz data with a
dynamic range of better than 90 dB (16-bit digitization). Its inter-channel timing accuracy
is better than 0.5 degrees at band-edge. Secondly, such systems generally offer a high
degree of flexibility in the multiplexing process. If there are some higher frequency inputs
to be recorded, it is often possible to trade channels for increased bandwidth, so that
instead of recording (say) sixteen channels at 2.5 kHz each, this can become (say) two
channels of 20 kHz. The digitized bit stream is 1.5 Megabits/s in each case and this can be
multiplexed with digitized data resulting from other groups of lower frequency channels.

Wideband analog

This is a relatively new category of helical scan recorder which is designed to provide the
highest possible analog channel bandwidth rather than increasing the number of channels
or their dynamic range as was the case with digitizing recorders. This type of system
extends the individual channel bandwidth from the 20 kHz or so typical of digitizing
systems to 2.5 MHZ or above, but without losing the all-important timebase and inter-
channel timing accuracies of the latter. How this is achieved, using an interesting
combination of analog and digital techniques, will be covered in the remaining sections of
this paper.

WIDEBAND HELICAL SCAN RECORDING

In order to understand how single and multi-channel wideband analog data can be
recorded, it is necessary to look a little deeper into the helical scan recording process
itself.

Packing density

We have already seen that this technique involves writing a series of closely spaced
helices across the tape. The number of magnetic flux reversals which can be fitted into a
given portion of the helix is governed by a) certain physical and electrical characteristics of
the read/write heads - principally their gap length, and b) the coercivity of the tape. The
units used for expressing this parameter (known as packing density) depend on whether
the recorded data is analog or digital. Analog packing density is generally measured in
‘kilo-sinewaves per inch’ (kswpi) while the equivalent units for digital data is ‘kilo-bits per



inch’ (kbpi). Since digital bits are usually coded in the form of one transition per bit, a
convenient conversion factor is two digital bits per one analog sinewave, so that 15 kswpi
is approximately equivalent to 30 kbpi. It is important to remember that the maximum
value of packing density for a certain recorder remains fixed, unless, of course, certain
aspects of the system are themselves modified - notably the heads.

Recording frequency

Given that the packing density for a particular system is fixed and ignoring head resonance
for the moment, the maximum frequency which can be recorded or reproduced is
determined primarily by the speed at which the head passes over the tape (known as head-
to-tape speed). The higher the head-to-tape speed, the higher the bandwidth (or digital data
rate) which can be supported. In the case of a basic S-VHS system, running at a tape speed
of 0.92 inches/sec (23.39 mm/sec) and a 50 Hz scanner rate, the figures are 2.5 MHZ (user
analog bandwidth) and 8 Megabits/s.

Why use hybrid techniques?

It has already be mentioned that digital and digitizing systems both record a serial bit
stream on tape, sliced and compressed to fit the individual scan rate. Clearly, it is relatively
easy to manipulate digital data in this way, and retiming the information again in the
reproduce process is equally straightforward, given that appropriate synchronising
information has been embedded in the recorded waveform. Add to this an ability to digitize
to say 16-bit accuracy, and it is easy to understand the success which digitizing recorders
now enjoy.

However, as always, there is a price to be paid for progress. The total digital recording
rate of the digitizing recorder referred to earlier is about 6 Mbps, ignoring overhead. Given
16-bit digitization and a worst-case sampling rate of 2.4 words/sinewave it is possible to
illustrate how dynamic range has been gained at the expense of bandwidth and/or the
number of channels.

Channels Bandwidth Samples/ Bits/ Total

kHz

Sinewave Sample Rate
Mbps

64 2.5   2.4  16 6.144
32 5.0   2.4  16 6.144
16 10.0   2.4  16 6.144
8 20.0   2.4  16 6.144



From this, it can be extrapolated that the system could perhaps support one channel of 160
kHz, all other things being equal. This highlights the major disadvantage of digital
recording - its relative inefficient use of tape. Whereas a sinewave of analog data can be
recorded on tape with just two flux transitions, the number of digital bits needed to support
the same sinewave is considerably higher, as shown with the following formula:

Bits = Analog Frequency x Samples/sinewave x Bits/sample

Taking our 160 kHz example, this becomes:

Bits = 160 kHz x 2.4 samples/sinewave x 16 bits/sample

= 6.144 Megabits

So that one sinewave is now described by:
6.144 Megabits / 160 kHz

= 38.4 bits

Given that one sinewave on tape is equivalent to two data bits in most coding schemes,
this represents an inefficiency of about 20:1 compared with the analog method.

In practice, a fairer comparison might be to take a figure of 10 bits/sample, since this more
closely equates to the 40 dB dynamic range typical of most wideband analog systems. In
this case, the ratio would become about 12.5:1.

It is in this area that hybrid technology has an important part to play.

A PRACTICAL SINGLE-CHANNEL WIDEBAND HELICAL SCAN RECORDER

Record Section

Figure 3 is the block schematic for the Record Section of a single channel wideband
recorder. The incoming 2.5 MHZ analog signal is digitized at a rate of 12 Mega-
samples/sec and 8 bits/sample, to give a continuous digitized data rate of 96 Megabits/sec
into the buffer. The sampling rate is controlled by the stable crystal reference generator
(Reference A). This reference generator is also the source of the synchronising pulses
needed for controlling tape speed and scanner rotation. In order to make allowances for the
discontinuities caused by head switching (mentioned earlier), the encoded data is now
clocked out of the buffer in blocks at a rate which is approximately 2 percent higher than
the original sampling rate (controlled by Reference B). The block length is arranged to fit 



Figure 3. Simplified Block Schematic - Record Section

comfortably within the stable region of each scan of the head. Certain timing information is
also added to the data at this point to assist with the reproduction process, described later.

It will be observed that up to now, the schematic is similar in concept to a conventional
digitizing system - analog/digital conversion, compression to fit the scanning rate, the
addition of timing data, etc. The important difference, however, is that having started with
a much higher analog frequency (2.5 MHZ), the digital data rate is now close to 100
Megabits/sec, allowing for compression. This is of course significantly higher than
anything which could be recorded by even a modified VHS transport.

It is here that the hybrid approach comes in, for the blocked digital data is now
re-converted to bursts of analog form (at a little over the original 2.5 MHZ), and this in
turn is applied to a linear frequency modulator, the output of which is switched between
the two recording heads.

Clearly, this is an extremely elegant way of overcoming the problem of how to compress
analog signals to fit the helical recording swipes without compromising the valuable
wideband recording characteristics of the system as happens when the information is
recorded digitally.

In this particular example, the standard tape speed is retained, giving a continuous
recording duration of no less than three hours for a 2.5 MHZ input.



Reproduce Section

The block schematic of the reproduce process is shown in Figure 4. The blocked analog
signal read by the reproduce heads is FM demodulated and routed to an analog/digital
convertor. The timing information embedded in the waveform during recording is applied
to a clock regeneration circuit which, in turn, controls the rate at which digitized data
enters the buffer. In order to re-establish and preserve the timing of the original continuous
analog waveform, data is clocked from the buffer to a digital/analog convertor under
control of the same reference generator that was used for the digitization of the original
input signal (Reference A).

Figure 4. Simplified Block Schematic - Reproduce Section

By this means, it is possible to achieve a timebase accuracy (output compared to input) of
better than +/& 10 nanoseconds which is an improvement of at least one order of
magnitude compared with the best IRIG longitudinal recording systems. The signal/noise
ratio, measured in a 10 kHz slot, is better than 42 dB while the group delay in the band
200 Hz to 19.9 kHz is 8 microseconds, using a 10 kHz reference.

This technique is also extremely tolerant of the effects of vibration, temperature and
humidity, meaning that systems of this type can readily be adapted for hostile environment
applications.

SINGLE CHANNEL 8 MHZ VARIANT

From the brief summary of performance just given, it can be seen that hybrid analog plus
digital techniques enable helical scan VHS systems to be readily adapted to record 2.5
MHZ wideband data continuously for periods of up to three hours, with unprecedented
fidelity.



Furthermore, it has been proved that this method can be extended still further to provide
single-channel operation at 8 MHZ if the tape speed is increased and certain changes are
made to the scanner. An 8 MHZ system will provide the same timebase accuracy and
group delay as before, together with a very useful one-hour recording duration.

MULTI-CHANNEL OPERATION

One of the most important features of digitizing recorders referred to earlier is the ease
with which it is possible to multiplex and manipulate multi-channel analog inputs once they
have been digitized. In particular, the ability to achieve very good timebase and inter-
channel timing accuracies was mentioned.

It is therefore interesting to discover that hybrid systems can also produce similar results,
but at superior bandwidths. In this case, as Figure 5 shows, a number of analog inputs are
each digitized separately, under the control of a common sampling clock. The digitized
outputs are buffered and multiplexed together with additional timing information. The
buffered data is clocked out in blocks at a rate slightly higher than the aggregate rate of all
the individual inputs in order to allow for head-switching, and then recorded in frequency
modulated analog form exactly as before.

Figure 5. Multi-channel Wideband Recording



Using this method, the 96 Megabit/sec total rate used in the case of the 2.5 MHZ system
described earlier can support, for example, two channels of 1.25 MHZ each or even
sixteen channels of 150 kHz each. The recording duration in each case is three hours as
before.

Reproduction is simply a logical extension of the process. The +/& 10 nanosecond
timebase accuracy is retained while the inter-channel timing accuracy is better than +/& 20
nanoseconds, both specifications being a significant improvement over conventional
wideband systems. Signal/noise ratio, at 42 dB over 10 kHz, is equivalent to the best IRIG
systems.

CONCLUSION

In recent years, recorders using VHS cassettes have established themselves as a cost-
effective alternative to traditional methods of data recording. As a group, their
convenience, compactness, low weight and excellent performance under all types of
environment have already ensured their acceptance in a wide range of applications.

The trail has been blazed, so to speak, firstly by multi-track fixed head systems and then
by digital and digitizing systems, each offering their particular operational advantages.

Now, the question of true wideband performance has been addressed with the introduction
of single and multi-channel systems extending the frequency spectrum covered by VHS
products from DC to an amazing 8 MHZ. It seems certain that these too will find an
important niche within the range of inexpensive system options now available to the
instrumentation engineer.


